Growth factor signaling and resistance to cancer chemotherapy.
Multiple mechanisms contribute to chemoresistance, eventually leading to failure of cancer chemotherapy. Deregulated growth factor signaling pathways promote cell proliferation and render cancer cells resistant to apoptosis, a common mechanism of chemoresistance. Therefore, inhibitors of growth factor signaling, including antibodies and small molecules, are promising drug candidates for chemotherapy, either given alone or as adjuvants to overcome general drug resistance. While dramatic responses have been attained in some cases, innate or acquired resistance to these novel anticancer drugs is common and limits broad applicability. Treatment failure may arise from complexity of growth factor signaling, with numerous parallel pathways and diverse downstream events. This review discusses the use of pharmacogenomics, assessing multiple growth factor signaling pathways and complex chemoresistance mechanisms. Monitoring expression profiles and activating mutations in growth factor receptors holds promise for the design of individualized therapy with a combination of drugs.